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ABSTRACT

1.

Mobile users of computation and communication services
have been rapidly adopting battery-powered mobile handhelds, such as PocketPCs and SmartPhones, for their work.
However, the limited battery-lifetime of these devices restricts their portability and applicability, and this weakness can be exacerbated by mobile malware targeting depletion of battery energy. Such malware are usually difficult to detect and prevent, and frequent outbreaks of new
malware variants also reduce the effectiveness of commonlyseen signature-based detection. To alleviate these problems, we propose a power-aware malware-detection framework that monitors, detects, and analyzes previously unknown energy-depletion threats. The framework is composed of (1) a power monitor which collects power samples and builds a power consumption history from the collected samples, and (2) a data analyzer which generates a
power signature from the constructed history. To generate a power signature, simple and effective noise-filtering
and data-compression are applied, thus reducing the detection overhead. Similarities between power signatures are
measured by the χ2 -distance, reducing both false-positive
and false-negative detection rates. According to our experimental results on an HP iPAQ running a Windows Mobile
OS, the proposed framework achieves significant (up to 95%)
storage-savings without losing the detection accuracy, and a
99% true-positive rate in classifying mobile malware.

In recent years, the worldwide market for handhelds has
grown dramatically. For instance, in 2006 the market grew
by 21% over 2005, selling 800 million mobile phones, and in
2007 1.1 billion mobile phones were estimated to have been
sold [1]. Because of continued miniaturization, ubiquitous
communication, and increasing computation power, mobile
handheld users can now perform many online tasks, including web browsing, document editing, multimedia streaming, and Internet banking, to name a few. At the same
time, the growing use of mobile handhelds for everyday life
and business has been attracting the attention of malware
writers, whose aim is to compromise data confidentiality,
integrity, and the ability to use handheld services. For instance, SymbOS.Cabir [20], the first proof-of-concept mobile worm, which appeared in June 2004, was written for
the Symbian OS and used a novel propagation vector (e.g.,
via Bluetooth or SMS). Although Cabir was designed solely
to demonstrate the feasibility of malicious code for mobile
devices, the publication of Cabir source code triggered a
worldwide outbreak of many variants, infecting Bluetoothenabled mobile phones.
The limited battery-lifetime for mobile handhelds is an
Achilles’ heel for the portability and the ubiquitous use of
mobile devices. This limitation exists because not only has
battery technology not kept up with Moore’s Law, but mobile devices and software running thereon also demand more
power for a longer period than the battery can deliver [48].
At the same time, while most malicious code attacks on
handhelds aim to damage software resources such as infecting files and stealing privacy information [5], intentional
abuse of hardware resources (e.g., CPU, memory, battery
power) has become an important, increasing threat [14, 41].
In particular, malware targeting the burning/depletion of
battery power are extremely difficult to detect and prevent,
mainly because users are usually unable to recognize this
type of anomaly on their handhelds and the battery can
be deliberately and rapidly drained in a number of different ways (e.g., DoS attacks [30, 41], or the installation of
animated GIFs [14]). Despite these problems, only limited
research [11, 30, 41] has focused on the detection and prevention of battery-draining attacks on handhelds, including
how to cope with a wider variety of attacks in [13, 40].
The most commonly-used technique for malware mitigation for antivirus and antispyware is signature-based analysis. Signatures are created using static information (e.g.,
file name and a code value), thus being vulnerable to simple obfuscation, polymorphism [31, 33], and packing tech-
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INTRODUCTION

niques [7]. Signature-based detection that requires a new
signature for every single malware variant is not well suited
for mobile handhelds mainly because handhelds have much
less resources (e.g., CPU, memory, and battery power) than
their desktop counterparts. Moreover, even ‘old’ malware
can harm new handhelds unless their system has been properly patched in a timely fashion. In practice, patching is
rarely an option for handhelds as their operating systems
are usually inaccessible to others (than the manufacturers).
Unlike signature-based detection, anomaly-based detection
compares definitions of the activity considered normal in a
profile against the observed events to identify significant deviations. The profile describes the normal behavior (e.g.,
users, hosts, applications, or network connections) [22, 56].
One common problem with anomaly-based detection, however, is inadvertent inclusion of a malicious activity as part
of the profile produces many false-negatives (failure to identify malicious activities). Similarly, behavioral detection [18]
is based on behavioral signatures that describe aspects of
any particular worm’s behavior such as sending similar data
from one machine to another, the propagation pattern, and
the change of a server into a client, thus representing a
generic worm propagation model [18]. These behavioral signatures that are not sufficiently complex to reflect real-world
computing activities can cause many false-positives (incorrect identification of a benign activity as malicious). Also,
the propagation of mobile malware via non-traditional exploit vectors such as SMS and Bluetooth [10, 19, 51], in
conjunction with user mobility, renders network-behavioral
signatures almost ineffective.
There are two main challenges in developing a malwaredetection framework for handhelds. First, a detection framework should be able to detect diverse types of malware, especially including energy-greedy (malicious) applications and
malware variants, keeping both false-negatives and falsepositives below a certain acceptable threshold. Second, unlike resource-rich PCs, a detection framework on batterypowered handhelds should not consume too much of the device resources, including CPU, memory, and battery power;
the overhead for executing the detection framework should
be kept to a minimum.
In this paper, we propose a novel power-aware malware
detection framework to monitor, detect, and analyze previously unknown and energy-greedy threats. Our malwaredetection framework is composed of a power monitor and
a data analyzer . The former collects power samples and
builds a power consumption history with the collected samples, and the latter generates a power signature from the
power consumption history. The data analyzer then detects
an anomaly by comparing the generated power signature
with those in a database. We evaluate detection performance using a custom worm emulator that we designed for
this purpose.
The key contributions of this paper are two-fold, addressing the two challenges listed above. First, assuming that
one application is executed at a time on the handheld, a
power consumption history is recorded/built and then converted into a power signature which is an abstraction of
the underlying application behavior. Considering the fact
that a new malware variant is usually created by adding
new functionality to existing malware or modifying obsolete
modules with fresh ones [31], this abstraction is effective
for detecting not only previously-unknown malware vari-

ants that share a common behavior exhibited by previouslyknown malware, but also energy-greedy anomalies that most
current solutions fail to detect. A χ2 -distance is calculated to gauge (dis)similarity to a database of power signatures, thereby reducing false-positive and false-negative detection rates. Second, simple and effective noise-filtering and
data-compression software components enable a lightweight
system implementation. In particular, this data compression results in a significant storage savings on the signature
database.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background information on mobile malware and
power measurement issues. Section 3 describes the design of
power-aware malware detection, including the power monitor and the data analyzer. The data analyzer includes
noise-filtering and data-compression components. Section 4
describes the implementation of our detection framework
and costume worm emulator. Details of software and hardware power measurements and the mechanism for building
a power signature database are also presented there. Section 5 evaluates the detection accuracy of our framework.
We discuss the related work in Section 6 and conclude the
paper in Section 7.

2.

MALWARE AND MEASUREMENTS

In this section we review the various threats posed by
mobile malware, and discuss their effects on power and the
related power measurement issues.

2.1

Mobile Malware

Malware writers do not want their malicious creations to
be detected, analyzed, and filtered as they spread across a
network, yet this is precisely the goal of detection systems,
which examines incoming programs and compares them to
the known malware signatures in order to detect them (i.e.,
signature-based detection). To evade detection, malware
writers are increasingly using polymorphic coding techniques
[36, 46]. Polymorphism is a process through which malicious code modifies its appearance to evade detection without actually changing its underlying functionality. These
techniques include everything from modifying the names of
internal variables and subroutines, changing the order in
which instructions appear in the body of malware, to encrypting most of the malware code, only leaving in the clear
text the instructions necessary to decrypt the code (e.g., a
run-time packer [7]). These techniques, however, reflect a
different byte frequency or packet length distribution from
that of normal applications [24, 52], allowing a detection
system to filter this polymorphic malware. In addition to
changing the appearance of malware via polymorphism, new
malware can further change their behavior, going through
metamorphism [36]; metamorphic code actually changes the
functionality of malware, while hiding its payload using obfuscation and encryption. When metamorphic techniques
are used in conjunction with polymorphism, malware of this
kind are much harder to detect, analyze, and filter.
Mobile malware targeting mobile handhelds seem relatively uncommon due mainly to the closed nature of device
platforms and their relatively short time in the market, but
as the world SmartPhone market is rapidly growing, the occurrence of mobile malware is increasing fast [27]. Cabir [20],
which appeared in June 2004, was a classic proof-of-concept
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SystemIdleTimerReset

worm and clearly entitled to bragging rights. This software
alerted mobile users to the feasibility of creating malicious
code for mobile handhelds. It was followed by a variant
thereof, called Commwarrior [49], whose behavior is almost
the same as that of Cabir, except that it sends an MMS message containing a copy of itself to randomly-chosen phone
numbers. New variants, such as Mabir and Lasco, broke out
after the appearance of Commwarrior.
Early malware on PCs were also written as pranks or for
bragging rights, but have since been evolving with criminal
or malicious intent. The motivations behind this type of attacks can be considered similar to those behind worms for
mobile handhelds. For instance, since the use of handhelds
has become essential to our everyday business, one seemingly illegal way to sabotage a competitor’s business is to
reduce the usability of their handhelds by depleting their
batteries. Another way to inflict harm on competitors is to
exploit a unique feature of mobile handhelds such as their
built-in billing system. Excessive charges will be made to
unfortunate victims by sending them an excessive number
of SMS messages [27]. Many other attack scenarios may also
emerge. Considering trends in the evolution of mobile malware, wilder, more diverse and sophisticated mobile malware
will likely appear, and hence, we will need effective solutions
to combat this type of threat.

2.2
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Figure 1: A simplified system power state transition
diagram on Windows Mobile OS

Power Measurement Issues

The energy usage of each application activity in a certain
system-power state is calculated by integrating the product of instantaneous current and voltage over a specific period of time. We approximate the energy usage by sampling
current, It , and voltage, Vt , at constant intervals, ∆t. In
software measurements on a handheld, Vt is kept constant
within accuracy that we want to achieve. Therefore, using a
single measured battery voltage sample, Vc , weX
calculate the
total energy consumption over n samples as Vc
It ∆t. Using an oscilloscope, we determine the current drawn by the
handheld through a hall-effect probe. The hall-effect probe
detects the magnetic field generated by a current-carrying
wire, resulting in a time-varying voltage, Vi , proportional
to the current. Therefore,X
the total energy usage over n
samples is calculated as Vc
Vi ∆t.
Most mobile devices—including our evaluation platform,
the HP iPAQ rx4200—are each powered by a lithium-ion
battery. The lifetime of this type of battery depends on its
capacity and state-of-charge levels. Although this battery
has high energy-density, its internal resistance increases with
age; after 2-3 years of use, the battery pack is likely useless
due to its high internal resistance [2, 3, 6]. According to [2],
the internal resistance also leads to dips in its output voltage
as a result of short, heavy current spikes from a digital load.
Unlike other types of batteries (e.g., nickel-metal-hydride),
the internal resistance of lithium-ion batteries is known to
be relatively constant. However, we have observed that the
lithium-ion battery used in our experiments also displays
variations in its internal resistance, depending on its remaining charge. The effect of these variations will be evaluated
in Section 5.
We profile system-power states, including ON, BacklightOff,
ScreenOff, and Suspended, managed by the power manager
on the Windows Mobile 5 OS as shown in Fig. 1. In this
profile, given different charge levels, we record information
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on energy usage and average power-consumption level in
each state. The power manager on the Windows Mobile
5 OS maintains these states. In the ON state, everything
is ready for execution; the opposite is true in Suspended
state. In the BacklightOff state, everything except for the
backlight is ready to use. The transition from ON to BacklightOff is made with the backlight timer enabled, allowing
energy savings of 2.90 Joules for 10 seconds—more measurement data and analyses will be provided in Section 4.
In the ScreenOff state, the LCD screen is off. The transition from ON to ScreenOff is made only when an application makes a request to the power manager such as
Windows Media Player via SetSystemPowerState(), which
then allows the user to listen to the device in the ScreenOff
state. In the Suspended state, most programs are deactivated, while only a few device drivers are awake. The transition from ON/BacklightOff/ScreenOff to the Suspended
state is made when the SystemIdle timer expires; SystemIdleTimerReset() initiates the timer. Besides these systempower states, UserIdle, Unattended, and Resuming states
are available only for specific models of SmartPhones or
PocketPCs (which are not considered in this paper).

3.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

This section describes the architecture and key software
components of our framework.

3.1

The Architecture

The power-aware malware-detection framework consists
of two agents, a power monitor and a data analyzer, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The two agents reside either in combination or separately. The power monitor operates on a
mobile handheld, taking samples of the power consumption
which are used to build a power consumption history. The
data analyzer, on the other hand, processes the power consumption history on either the host mobile handheld (Type
A in the figure), or a remote server/data-sync PC (Type B
in the figure) to reduce the overhead of the data analyzer.
In the latter case, the power consumption history is transmitted from the mobile handheld to the server over the air,
or to the data-sync PC via a USB cable/cradle. The data
transmission though a USB cable/cradle does not consume
energy from the battery because most SmartPhone batter-
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Figure 2: The system architecture: Type A stands
alone and Type B has a remote server/data-sync PC
for processing data.
ies can be charged through a USB interface which also provides enough power for the device. In this case, our power
monitoring probes are placed before the electronics powered
by the external supply (or the battery), so that accurate
measurement of the power consumption can still be guaranteed. Over-the-air transfer of the power consumption history, however, should be less energy-costly than processing
it locally. Yet, network energy cost varies with the amount
of data transmitted and the current network-device-power
state. For instance, according to [9], fetching 32Kbytes
of data via the WiFi radio in active mode on a handheld
(requiring 0.9 Joules) consumes 1.4 Joules less energy than
reading the data from the local microdrive in standby mode.
Thus, an estimated 1Kbyte-size power consumption history
can be transmitted in a single WiFi packet and when not
in use, the WiFi radio can be turned off, as opposed to an
EDGE network which must be kept active to receive calls
while roaming.

The Power Monitor

The power monitor, which reads the power drawn from
the battery on our handheld, is designed to capture powerconsumption anomalies exhibited by applications. It is responsible for monitoring the power consumption, detecting
a power surge in power consumption, and taking samples of
the power consumption. Next we will describe each of these
processes.

3.2.1

tj

(b) Irregular reading

Type B

3.2

UB
LB

UB
LB

Uploading
samples

reading
s

reading

Monitoring

Choosing an appropriate rate to measure the power consumption is the basis for detecting power-consumption anomalies. The higher the frequency of making a reading (a set
of power measurement samples), the greater the chance of
capturing power-consumption anomalies, but the higher frequency may have a detrimental effect on the energy usage.
At the same time, mobile malware writers eventually learn
about the implementation of power monitoring systems and
can then evade detection. To avoid detection, the malware
can remain dormant over a period of time and then occasionally reactivate itself. By cycling between dormancy and
activation, malware behavior can be obfuscated. One way
to prevent this obfuscation is to randomly choose when to
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take the next power reading. If the power-reading time is
unpredictable, then it will be difficult for the malware to
evade detection. However, if reading-points are too random,
the ability to capture power-consumption anomalies would
be degraded.
To make this tradeoff, we devised two reading methods:
regular and irregular. The regular reading, as illustrated
in Fig. 3-(a), occurs at fixed intervals at which lower bound
(LB) and upper bound (UB) are defined, and a reading-point
is randomly chosen in between them. In other words, LB and
UB specify an interval in which to make a random choice
of a reading-point. In each interval, after a reading, the
power monitor waits for the next base and then randomly
chooses the next reading-point. Clearly, the larger the values
of LB and UB, the narrower the random-choice space, and
thus, the more regular the reading frequency over time. In
other words, reading-points are likely uniformly-distributed.
The irregular reading, on the other hand, does not wait in
order to calculate the next reading-point as illustrated in
Fig. 3-(b). Instead, LB and UB are determined according
to the previous reading-point and the next reading-point is
randomly chosen in between. So, only LB and UB are used
to adjust the random-choice space (i.e., UB minus LB).
The power monitor creates a timer object which is used
as an alarm clock. When an alarm is triggered, the power
monitor calls GetSystemPowerStatusEx2() in the Windows
CE .Net library in order to retrieve the battery status. This
function takes a certain amount of time to complete, beginning with the invocation of its call to retrieve the data.
This time period serves as a base for specifying LB and UB
for the two reading methods. In practice, the time period
amounts to more than 30 milliseconds, limiting the sampling rate. The regular reading invokes the timer object
once more over a given time period to randomly choose the
next reading time, incurring extra overhead.
The regular reading suits periodic reading and the irregular reading suits random reading. The latter, however, can
represent the same distribution of reading occurrences as the
former when LB and random-choice space for the irregular
reading are set to LB plus UB and 1.5 times that for the
regular reading, respectively.

3.2.2

Detection

3.3.1

While performing either of the two reading methods above,
the power monitor also captures a surge in the power consumption, calculating the fraction of power surplus as follows:
X
( − 1) > δ,
(1)
Y
where δ is a given threshold, X is an observed power level,
and Y is the trained power level specified in the systempower state profile. The system-power state profile defines
the average power-consumption level in each system-power
state (e.g., ON, BacklightOff, and ScreenOff). If the fraction exceeds the threshold, the power monitor then raises
a flag, immediately starting to yield a power consumption
history. In practice, we observed erratic spikes from the HP
iPAQ rx4200 during the power reading process due to the
switching properties of the digital system, resulting in false
alarms. To reduce these false alarms, the threshold remains
set high enough to be resistant to those spikes. Obviously,
the higher the threshold, the fewer the false alarms, but the
less sensitive to the surge in the power consumption. In addition to the threshold adjustment, a false-alarm counter is
used; each time a false alarm occurs over an alarm-time period starting from the first alarm occurrence, the false-alarm
counter is incremented by one. When the counter is greater
than a given alarm-threshold, a true alarm is raised, leading
to a switch to a sampling step. The false-alarm counter is
set to 0 when the alarm-time period expires or a true alarm
occurs. In our experiment, when δ = 0.2, no false alarms
occur in the ON state in which no explicit applications run.
When δ < 0.2, peaks from the spikes are detected, resulting
in false alarms. Given a peak interval, either the alarmtime period (e.g., an estimated 4 reading intervals) or the
alarm-threshold is adjusted to avoid these false alarms.

3.2.3

To reduce the effect of outliers on the power consumption
history of an application, a moving average filter is applied
to the dataset history. The moving average filter removes
high-frequency noise from the dataset, resulting in a more
generic power-consumption pattern. While calculating the
average of its neighboring samples within a window of size
2k + 1, each sample, S(i), in the power consumption history
is converted into another, Sp (i), as follows:
Sp (i) =

1
(S(i − k) + S(i − k + 1) + · · · + S(i + k)). (2)
2k + 1

This calculation starts from i = k +1 and continues until i =
n − k; the first and the last k samples can be dropped since
we are interested in an overall power consumption pattern.
The window size determines the smoothness of the curve,
i.e., the larger the k, the smoother the curve, but the less
characteristic of very recent fluctuations in the dataset. The
impact of k on the pattern associated with the detection
accuracy will be evaluated in Section 5.
Among various filters we chose a simple moving average
filter (e.g., a weighted moving average filter in which different weights are imposed on different distant samples or an
exponential moving average filter in which weights decrease
exponentially from the center), which is because a simple
filter works just as well as, or even better than complicated
ones (i.e., the implementation incurs less processing overhead). The choice of a simple filter is also advocated in [17].

3.3.2

Data Compression

A large power consumption history, which will result in a
large power signature, needs to be reduced for two reasons.
First, a large power signature consumes more energy than
a small one in executing the matching process. Second, it
is important to make economical use of memory in a mobile device. To reduce the size of the power consumption
history, a simple and powerful one-way compression algorithm is proposed. By applying Algorithm 1, local jitter is

Sampling

The power monitor has a soft real-time constraint. Once
a true alarm is raised, the power monitor starts taking samples of the power consumption at a constant rate, yielding
a power consumption history; the higher the sampling rate,
the more accurately the power consumption history can be
interpreted, but also the more energy-costly. In addition, the
timer object that the power monitor sets off at every given
time interval can be preempted by another higher priority
process, resulting in a measurement delay (completion time
minus set-off time). Nevertheless, this delay can be offset by
lengthening the sampling time period. In practice, the size
of the history that results from software measurements of
the power consumption can also be used to differentiate applications, thus eventually being added to the corresponding
power signature. Note that it is a premise of these experiments that one application is executed at a time.

3.3

Noise-Filtering

Algorithm 1 A compression algorithm
1: Input: Sp (n): an n-length power consumption history
2: Input: m: look-ahead samples
3: Input: δc : a threshold
4: Output: Se (k): a k-length power signature
5: while i ≤ (n − m) do
6:
Fetch m samples from Sp (i);
7:
Compute N ∼(µ, σ 2 ) of m;
8:
if σ < δc then
9:
Se (j) ← µ; /*compressing history*/
10:
j ←j+1
11:
else
12:
Sp (i : i + m) ← Se (j : j + m); /*copying history*/
13:
j ←j+m
14:
end if
15:
i←i+m
16: end while

The Data Analyzer

The data analyzer receives the power consumption history
from the power monitor and is designed to extract a unique
pattern from the history, yielding a power signature. This
power signature is then compared against the database of a
priori signatures. In yielding power signatures, the data analyzer uses two data-processing software components: noisefiltering and data-compressing. Next, we describe these two
components along with a signature-matching method.

effectively suppressed and compressed. As a result, a compact power signature can be represented, thereby achieving
a substantial savings in both memory space and processing
time. We will prove this result in Section 5.
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3.3.3

Signature Matching
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To measure the similarity between two power signatures,
a χ2 -distance [16] is calculated as:
χ2 (Se , S 0 e ) =

n
0 2
X
(Se i − Sei
)
,
0
(S
e i + Se i )
i=1

0

(3)

Se ∈DB

6

8
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12
Energy usage (Joules)

14
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taken. When the observed event is confirmed by the user as
malicious, it is immediately stopped and quarantined. How
to stop/quarantine, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. At the same time, the corresponding signature is added
to the database and labeled as ‘malicious’. If the observed
event is legitimate, it resumes execution and the corresponding signature is also added and labeled as ‘legitimate’. As
a result, depending on the response type, signatures in the
database are classified into two groups: legitimate and malicious. Then, the distance between the observed event and
each of the two groups is calculated. The comparison of
these distances allows the determination of the group to
which the observed event is closest, despite any possible incorrect pinpoints (e.g., due to outliers), thereby reducing
both false-positive and false-negative detection rates.

(4)

In some cases, two power signatures that comply with the
same pattern can be skewed mainly because of delays in capturing the power surge. Since the χ2 -distance is based on
the measurement of sample-to-sample distance, in order to
effectively match two skewed power signatures, the data analyzer relies on either of two matching techniques: brute-force
(BF) comparison and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The
brute-force approach uses two parameters: an incremental
state and a threshold. First, the distance is calculated and
then one of the two power signatures is shifted left by one
(and is subsequently done to the right). At the same time, if
the newly-calculated distance is greater than, or equal to the
previous distance, the incremental state parameter increases
by one. Otherwise, it is set to 0. This procedure repeats until the incremental parameter exceeds the threshold. When
this procedure stops, it returns the minimum distance. In
addition to the incremental parameter, the proportion of
samples for comparison correlates with the confidence in the
comparison results (e.g., more than 90%). The brute-force
comparison is especially efficient in the case of small delays
in the reading in the power monitor. Alternatively, the FFT
method is applied, converting time-domain representation
of samples into their frequency-domain representation. In
practice, this method facilitates the calculation of the distances in that a large portion of converted samples in two
signatures that are similar to each other are likely to have
the same constant frequency components, which offsets the
complexity of the FFT computation. The performance comparison of the two methods will be presented in Section 5.

3.3.4

4

Figure 4: Energy usage of system states for 10 seconds on the HP iPAQ rx4200. No explicit application is executed in the SystemOn, BacklighOff, and
ScreenOff states. For the BluetoothOn and WiFiOn
states, the Bluetooth and WiFi radios are turned on
exclusively for each state.

where Se and Se0 are signatures of the observed and the
expected events, respectively. Clearly, χ2 = 0 if and only if
all of the samples of Se match those of Se0 . The higher the
value of χ2 , the less likely the observed event belongs to the
expected group.
The χ2 -distance is effective and efficient for our need. For
instance, χ2 -distance-based techniques are found in diverse
areas, such as scene-change detection in image sequences [39,
25] and anomaly detection [56]. In addition, experimental
results [12] show that the use of the χ2 -distance reduces the
amount of computation over one of the most widely used
techniques, i.e., the Bhattacharyya distance [42].
Two power signatures that have the most similar power
consumption patterns are found as:
χ2 (Se , DB) = 0min {χ2 (Se , Se0 )}.

2

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes two types of programs written in
C#: the first aims to deplete the battery power on the HP
iPAQ rx4200 running the Windows Mobile 5 OS, and the
second emulates the behavior of four mobile worms on the
same handheld device. We then provide details on how the
signature database is built and how software and hardware
measurements are made in the system.

4.1

Battery-Depletion Attack

The most energy-consuming activity on our handheld device is the use of the WiFi radio. As shown in Fig. 4, the
handheld device with WiFi turned-on consumes 2.5 times
more energy than with it turned-off (corresponding to the
ON state in the figure) and 1.8 times more energy than with
Bluetooth turned-on.
We present a sneaky malware program, called a WiFi
faker, that launches a battery-depletion attack using the
WiFi radio. When the WiFi faker is executed on our handheld with the WiFi-enabled mobile device, it tricks the system to believe that the WiFi device has been disabled, by
rendering the WiFi adapter invisible to the system—the user
just sees the WiFi-associated system tray icon indicating the
WiFi device is inactive, but in reality it is still active and
even deprived of doze mode, resulting in retaining the highest power consumption level. This deception is realized using
two power management functions, DevicePowerNotify() and
SetDevicePower(). In addition, the WiFi faker can collaborate with a dummy program which launches CPU-intensive
activity (e.g., evaluating an exponential function), causing
the battery to drain rapidly while the user believes that the
WiFi radio is disabled. We will show that this attack can be
effectively captured by our detection framework in Section 5.

Response to the Analysis

The analysis results from the data analyzer pinpointing
the signature that is most similar to that of the observed
event, but this pinpoint accuracy (PA) is limited to the diversity of signatures in the database, e.g., a new application
whose signature is not in the database is falsely detected.
To address this limitation, each signature is labeled as either legitimate or malicious by prompting the user to enter the appropriate response—if no input from the user has
been given for several seconds, then a default action will be
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relies on Service Discovery Protocol [45] to discover
devices.

Worm emulating program
Commwarrior

Cabir

execute(), display(), create()

.Net

Mabir

Lasco

(s5 ) send(): sends a file (i.e., worm payload) to the devices
found during the scan. This function uses the generic
object exchange profile defined for the Widcomm Bluetooth stack. The OBEX protocol [45] in the profile is
used to push the file data to nearby mobile devices.

scan(), send(), sendMMS(), search()

BtStack

BtDevice

(s6 ) sendMMS(): searches an address book and executes
send(). This behavior imitates an MMS message transmission except that the Bluetooth radio rather than an
EDGE network is used.

StartDeviceSearch()/
BtDevFound
SendFile()
StopDeviceSearch()
Connect()/
BtSearchComplete
BtSendFileComplete
Disconnect()

Widcomm Stack

(s7 ) search(): searches the system directory for specific system files having a specific extension (e.g., Windows CE
installation cabinet (.cab)) so that they are virtually
appended for infection. The search is recursively performed from the root through its subdirectories. DirectoryInfo.GetFiles() is applied to retrieve all the files in
a given directory, and DirectoryInfo.GetDirectories()
is applied to retrieve subdirectories for the recursive
call.

Figure 5: Software architecture of a worm emulator

4.2

Proof-of-Concept Mobile Worms

Scanning for Bluetooth-enabled devices and transmitting
a file (regarded as worm payload) via Bluetooth are part of
the fundamental capability of many of known mobile worms.
The program that accesses a Bluetooth module in a device is
implemented using the BTAccess.NET v3.0 library [4] which
supports the Widcomm Bluetooth stack for our handheld
device. We use two main classes from the library: BtStack
and BtDevice, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Before using the Bluetooth radio, the program connects to the Widcomm stack,
using Connect() in the BtStack class (while Disconnect() is
used for disconnection from the stack). Once a connection
is made, Bluetooth-enabled devices nearby are searched for
using StartDeviceSearch(), which functions asynchronously.
To stop the scan before completion, StopDeviceSearch() is
called.
An event handler monitors two events: BtDeviceFound
and BtSearchComplete. The event handler captures the BtDeviceFound event, thus returning the corresponding BtDevice object. This object is then added to a list for later
retrieval. When the event handler captures the BtSearchComplete event indicating the completion of the search, the
program stops searching for devices. In order to send a file
(i.e., worm payload) when the searching is finished a BtDevice object is dequeued from the list and SendFile() in the
BtDevice object is called. Success in sending a file triggers
the BtSendFileComplete event. This procedure continues
until all the objects on the list are dequeued.
The overall behavior of the four worms is represented by
combinations of seven component actions, as listed below.

Note that the time taken to complete scan() and send()
varies, depending on the variety of Bluetooth-enabled devices found nearby, and the number of corresponding objects
on the list. The more objects found in the scan process, the
longer the completion of the send() takes. The effect of this
unforeseen situation results in a variety of signatures yielded
even from the same application. Nevertheless, our detection
framework effectively identifies such power signatures.
Worm Type
Cabir
Mabir
Commwarrior
Lasco

Sequential behavior
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5
s1 s3 s6 s4 s5
s1 s3 s4 s5 s6
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s7

Table 1: The behavior of worms
The action sequence for each worm is presented in Table 1,
showing common subsequences. For instance, all the worms
but Mabir have a common subsequence, s3 s5 s6 . However,
their power signatures can be greatly different from each
other because of the s5 behavior. Similarly, Cabir and Mabir
have behavior in common. Cabir is likely misidentified as
Lasco. In Section 5 we will evaluate the accuracy in detecting previously unknown malware with respect to its power
signature similarity.

(s1 ) execute(): starts a worm-behavior emulation.

4.3

(s2 ) display(): opens a window and displays a message on
the window. Cabir and Lasco exhibit this behavior to
identify themselves.

We define application-behavior scenarios which are divided into legitimate and malicious application groups. We
chose pairs of applications that have similar behavior and
different intent, i.e., one for the legitimate application group
and the other for the malicious application group. For instance, a program designed to execute CPU-intensive functions and a Windows Media Player (WMP) are both energygreedy, but have different intent. Also, the mobile worms
described above and legitimate Bluetooth file transfers have
a common behavior, but have different intent. First, we
characterize the following malicious applications in order to
build our signature database.

(s3 ) create(): generates a 15Kbyte array of data (i.e., another worm payload). The data are then stored in a
system directory. An instance of the FileStream class
is created in order to write to a flash memory.
(s4 ) scan(): searches for Bluetooth-enabled devices nearby,
using the service discovery application profile [45] defined in the Widcomm Bluetooth stack. This profile
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Building a Power Signature DB

i-1. The dummy program executes a function that is not
productive and just consumes CPU time (e.g., CPUintensive computation), wasting energy. Power consumption histories are captured at the beginning and
in the middle of this program run, thereby extracting
two different power signatures.

The energy-consumption history is recorded over 10 seconds via hardware measurement, and 20 seconds via software measurement. The first round of the execution of these
application scenarios yields 18 different power signatures.
Twenty rounds are made in total; the first 5 rounds result
in 90 power signatures which are used as a training set, and
the remainder yields 270 power signatures which are used as
a test set.

ii-1. The WiFi faker: This program, as described earlier,
disguises the WiFi system tray icon to appear as inactive and in fact turns on the WiFi radio operating in
the highest power mode all the time. This behavior is
captured and then one power signature is extracted.

5.

iii-1. The combination of the dummy program and the WiFi
faker. The WiFi faker is executed and the dummy
program is then launched (the order of execution does
not matter). One energy signature is extracted while
the two programs are running.
iv-1. The four mobile worms. The execution of each worm
results in a power signature.
v-1. A DoS-attack-like Bomber: This program bombards
the handheld with 1Kbyte- and 2Kbyte-size data via
WiFi (e.g., ping -s 1024/2048). In practice, a stream of
2Kbyte-size data froze the handheld after 30 seconds.
Two different power signatures are extracted for the
different size packets.
Second, legitimate applications are characterized as follows.
i-2. Windows Media Player: This program incurs high energy consumption, but the amount of energy consumption varies depending on the video codecs used, e.g.,
Windows Media Video (WMV) 9 at 315bps and WMV7
at 704bps. Power-consumption histories are recorded
at the beginning and end of 5 seconds of execution for
each codec, resulting in four different power signatures.

5.1

Assessment of System Parameters

Effect of Battery-Charge Level: To understand the correlation between state-of-charge levels and the variation of
the power drawn from a lithium-ion battery (HP Model
No. HSTNH-S11B with 1200mAh), we implemented a power
measurement program to run on the HP iPAQ rx4200. After the battery is fully charged, the power-measurement program starts reading the on-device hardware power monitor
once a second, logging the corresponding power-consumption
values. The remaining charge in the battery decreases over
time at a room temperature of 75 degree Fahrenheit/24 degree Celsius. However, we could not exclude the effect of
inherent increase in battery temperature over time (it increased by 2 degree Fahrenheit) during the program run.
Fig. 6 shows a battery power consumption distribution and
the average power consumed as the battery discharges. Note
that the characteristics of the battery discharge are also affected by the battery age. Clearly, the recognition system
for overall average power consumption relies on the knowledge of the battery state-of-charge. For instance, when the
state-of-charge level is between 84% and 100%, the average
power consumed increases from 84mW to 86mW. When the
state-of-charge level is between 56% and 83%, the average
power steeply drops to 80 mW and gradually increases up
to 82 mW. At a charge level of 55%, the average power
jumps back to 90 mW and after this, it steadily increases
over time. This pattern results from short, heavy current
spikes from the handheld caused by the non-linear digital
electronics as a result of its changing supply voltage. The
changing supply voltage is caused by a voltage drop across
the battery’s increasing internal resistance [2, 6, 44] that is
associated with the battery-charge level. As a result, each

ii-2. Bluetooth and WiFi file transfers. A 10Mbyte-size file
is transferred via Bluetooth and WiFi. Note that the
Bluetooth file transfer and the four mobile worms, as
well as the WiFi file transfer and the Bomber, have behavior in common, respectively. Two power signatures
are extracted.
iii-2. A users’ handheld-usage pattern. Two users separately
explore files, i.e., tapping on the start menu and executing the file explorer. They then drag the scroll-bar
up and down, tapping on a subfolder and opening an
image file. This pattern leads to two different power
signatures.

4.4

EVALUATION

The metrics used to indicate the detection accuracy include pinpoint accuracy (PA) and true-positives. PA represents the ability to classify an event correctly. For instance,
Cabir should be identified as Cabir rather than any other
type of malware, such as Mabir. As there will be no signatures in the database for previously unknown malware, the
data analyzer is unable to identify it by name. However,
since signatures are classified as malicious or legitimate, the
data analyzer is able to classify previously unknown applications as either malicious or legitimate, and the success rate
in this classification is represented by the true-positive rate.
Thus, PA is a measure of true-positives. In addition, falsepositive (classification of benign activity as malicious) and
false-negative (failure to identify malware) rates are calculated.
In this section we first assess system parameters defined
in our power-aware malware-detection framework and then
evaluate the detection accuracy with the optimal values of
the system parameters found. Finally, we analyze the performance issues of the framework.

Measurements

For software measurement, GetSystemPowerStatusEx2()
in Coredll.lib is used to retrieve battery status information,
including AC line status, battery current, and battery voltage, which are normally used for monitoring the system.
Hardware measurements are made with the Agilent Infiniium 54815-A oscilloscope which is capable of sampling at
1GS/s with a 1 millisecond peak detection. This oscilloscope
makes it easy to synchronize power measurements with process execution. Unless otherwise specified, samples are taken
every 100 milliseconds from software measurements (execution) and every 10 milliseconds for hardware (power).
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power signature is extracted, according to the three different
charge levels (high, med, and low). Battery temperature, on
the other hand, was found to have no impact on the power
consumption pattern except that the frequency of spike occurrences was reduced at very low temperatures (e.g., 35
degree Fahrenheit/2 degree Celsius).

after 24, the effectiveness of reducing noise is gradually degraded. The reason for this is that the large k reflects less
of recent fluctuation of samples of the power consumption
within the window.
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Figure 8: An optimal window size (k) in the moving average filter. When the k=23 or 24, PA is the
highest. No compression was applied.

Figure 6: Power consumption variations with respect to the battery-charge level in software measurement

Effectiveness of Compression: The lookahead size, m, and
its threshold, δc , used in the data compression determine
the compression ratio which we intend to maximize without
losing the detection accuracy. We conducted an experiment
under the same condition (i.e., the same database and test
set) as when the optimal k was obtained. From the result of
the previous experiment, k is set to 23. We then attempt to
find the optimal values of m and δc . As shown in Figs. 9-(a)
and (b), when δc > 0.05, more than 95% storage-savings is
achieved. As shown in Figs. 9-(c) and (d), the lookahead parameter correlates more prominently with the compression
ratio than PA when δc =0.06. As m increases, the compression ratio also increases, while PA is hardly affected. The
FFT technique allows a higher compression ratio than the
brute-force (BF) comparison because a large portion of samples are converted into constant frequency components.
Accordingly, when δc =0.06, the 23/24-point moving average filter and compression with the 20-sample lookahead (15
samples for FFT) allow the highest PA for hardware (power)
measurement, while when δc =2, the 5-point moving average
and compression with the 5-sample lookahead are optimal
in software (system execution) measurement.

Signature Generation: A power consumption history is produced while running an application on a handheld. The
power consumption history is transformed into a power signature via two techniques: the moving average filter and the
data compressing. The moving average filter removes noise
from the power consumption history, effectively extracting
a pattern. The compression technique, on the other hand,
is applied to reduce the size of a signature, without losing
the detection accuracy. In the compression technique, local jitter is suppressed and compressed. Fig. 7 shows the
procedure of generating a power signature from the power
consumption history of a video clip playback with a bit-rate
of 315bps, using the WMV 9 codec. Fig. 7-(a) shows the
power consumption history captured in which a pattern can
hardly be recognized, mainly because of signal noise. After
the filter is applied, a pattern becomes visible as shown in
Fig. 7-(b). The application of the compression technique
results in a power signature as shown in Figure 7-(c).
Impact of Filter Parameters: The window size (k) in the
moving average filter determines the degree to which noise
is reduced, which, in turn, correlates with the detection accuracy. That is, the larger the k, the smoother the curve,
which may lower the accuracy. On the other hand, if k is
too small, the filter may be less effective for reducing noise.
Thus, the optimal k needs to be found to achieve the highest
accuracy. We conducted an experiment to find the optimal
values, with the lookahead size and its threshold fixed (m=5
and δc =0.05 whose assessment will be presented shortly).
We evaluated the detection accuracy with a test set of 270
power signatures and a database of 90 power signatures labeled as either legitimate or malicious. As Fig. 8 shows the
correlation between the window size and PA, the 23- or 24point moving average filter for the 1000-sample power consumption history allows the highest PA. When k is smaller
than 23, the filter seems ineffective and as k becomes larger

5.2

Detection Accuracy

Detecting Battery-Depletion Attack: The WiFi faker renders the WiFi-associated system tray icon disabled, thus
misleading the user to think that the device is turned off
although it is actually on. The WiFi faker makes a request
to the power manager for letting the WiFi device adopt
the maximum power state, thus draining the battery at the
fastest possible rate. The WiFi faker can collaborate with
the dummy program that executes an exponential function
in a loop. Both aspects of this behavior shown by the WiFi
faker and the dummy program are effectively captured by
our power-aware detection framework. Fig. 10 shows powerconsumption patterns with the WiFi faker and the dummy
program executed separately, and in combination. Each of
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Figure 10: Comparison of the power consumption
with WiFi connection, the WiFi faker, and a combination of a dummy program and the WiFi faker.
The WiFi device is in power-saving mode in which
the WiFi device dozes after every beacon interval.

these three patterns (excluding the WiFi-connected pattern)
is then represented by a power signature as a malicious application.
To evaluate the accuracy for detecting the battery depletion attacks described above, we set up the following test
scenario. Starting with the signature database generated
as the basis of the legitimate application group signatures
defined in Section 4.3, we separately compared the WiFi
faker, the dummy program, and the combination of these
two programs, using 20-sample sets. First, the WiFi faker
was identified as abnormal rather than malicious because
the database did not contain a corresponding malware signature. The signature of the WiFi faker was then added to
the database, and finally, the three programs were tested.
By repeating this test with different combinations of the
programs, we diversified and populated the database. As
can be seen in Table 2, the WiFi faker (A) is identified with
100% accuracy using Database A, and detected 100% of the
time with Databases B and C because the WiFi faker and
the other two applications have common power consumption
patterns. The dummy program is identified 100% of the time

with Database B. In particular, the combination (C) of the
two is detected 100% of the time with any of Database A, B,
or C. In general, the more diverse the database, the higher
the detection accuracy.
Four mobile worms—Cabir, Mabir, Commwarrior, and
Lasco—which come from the same malware family have common behavior. Likewise, the power signature of one worm
can be the basis for detecting the other worms. To evaluate the ability of our framework to detect previously unknown worms whose signature is similar to those of previously known worms, the four costume worms were divided
into two groups: known-worm and unknown-worm groups.
Worms in the known-worm group were executed 5 times to
extract their signatures for the database (training set), while
worms in the unknown-worm group were executed 15 times
to generate a test signature set. Table 3 summarizes the
detection accuracy for unknown worms with different combinations of known and unknown worms. The first four rows
that correspond to the databases with a single worm signature exhibit the worm closest in behavior to the other. For
instance, Cabir (C) and Mabir (M) have a similar power
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DB\Tested Malware
A
B
C
A, B
A, C
B, C
A, B, C

A
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

B
0%
100%
0%
100%
0%
100%
100%

C
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

C2 and C3, our compression technique is also effective for
optimizing memory usage, without degrading the accuracy
(the effect of the compression technique will be analyzed
shortly). If the number of samples to be matched is 95%
of the total samples, our detection scheme achieves a 99%
true-positive rate, while decreasing the false-negative rate
down to 0% (in C4). In the case of applying the FFT (C5),
the overall accuracy is improved, with the false-negative rate
reduced to 2% in comparison with C1 which only achieved
5%.

Table 2: Battery-depletion attack detection: A (the
WiFi faker), B (dummy program), and C (WiFi
faker and dummy program) are tested according to
diverse signatures of the DB. Ten distinct signatures
from the legitimate application group are initially
included in the DB.

(C1)
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)
(C5)

consumption pattern, as do Mabir (M) and Lasco (L). The
more diverse worms collected and added to the database, the
higher detection accuracy for unknown worms. For instance,
the detection accuracy for Commwarrior (C) and Lasco (L)
is improved even with a partially-filled database, thus making this technique attractive for resource-limited handhelds.
DB\Tested Worm
C
M
W
L
C, M
M, W
W, L
C, M, W
M, W, L

C
87%
93%
47%
87%
93%
93%
87%
93%
93%

M
93%
100%
93%
93%
100%
100%
93%
100%
100%

W
73%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%
80%

PA
64%
78%
78%
76%
73%

TP∗
29%
20%
20%
23%
23%

FN
5%
<1%
<1%
0%
2%

FP
2%
2%
2%
<2%
3%

TP
93%
98%
98%
99%
96%

Table 4: Comparison of the overall detection accuracy, based on hardware measurement. TP (the
true-positive rate) equals PA plus TP∗ (the exclusive true-positive rate). Brute-force (BF) comparison and FFT methods are compared with FN (falsenegatives) and FP (false-positives) as well as TP and
PA.

L
87%
93%
87%
93%
93%
93%
93%
93%
93%

We applied a simple and powerful compression technique.
As shown in Table 5, this technique allows the power signature to be compressed by a factor of 21 without losing
the detection accuracy (in the case of R1). This compact
signature representation also allows the signature matching
to require less CPU time. For instance, the data processing
needed for the compression and the BF comparison (100%
samples matching) requires less CPU time than the case
without the compression by 71% (in the case of R2). When
the FFT method is applied, the data processing including
the FFT computation is estimated to be 1.6 times faster
than the case without this optimization, resulting in only
63% of CPU time required (in the case of R3). Comparing
the FFT method with the BF approach, therefore, as we expected, the data processing with the FFT method applied
is estimated to be 1.3 times faster than that with the BF
approach applied, because most of the transformed data as
a result of the FFT are zero or the same constant frequency
components, simplifying the distance metric computation.

Table 3: The previously unknown worms: C (Cabir),
M (Mabir), W (commWarrior), and L (Lasco) are
tested against diverse signatures in the DB. Ten
distinct signatures from the legitimate application
group are initially included in the DB.
In addition to the detection of previously unknown worms,
the Bomber whose behavior is similar to that of the WiFi file
transfers was also identified with 95% accuracy. Activities
that result from the Windows Media Player such as playing
two distinct frames with different video codecs—signatures
were extracted at the beginning and end of a 5-second execution for each codec—were identified with 100% accuracy.

5.3

Methods
BF w/o opt.
BF w/o comp.
BF
BF (95%)
FFT

Ratio
(R1) Compression ratio
(R2) CPU gain ratio (BF)
(R3) CPU gain ratio (using FFT)

Performance Analysis

Value
21.3
1.4
1.6

Table 5: Performance comparison

The moving average filter we used turned out to be very
effective for removing noise, thus extracting a clear power
consumption signature from the power consumption history.
Table 4 shows the detection accuracy with and without the
filter and the compression techniques applied. In the table,
the moving average filter and the compression techniques
were not applied in the case of C1, while only the filter was
applied in the case of C2. Comparing C1 and C2, PA was
improved by 22%, achieving a 98% true-positive rate. This
enhancement strongly supports the effectiveness of the filter.
In addition to the moving average filter, in comparison of

6.

RELATED WORK

Heuristics on what to monitor and what to collect vary
with different platforms (i.e., handhelds, workstations, and
their interconnection network), but technologies and methodologies for detecting known and unknown threats may be
similar or even same, regardless of the platform type, with
appropriate optimization and customization. In this section,
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we review related work and list some of major technologies
and methodologies for malware detection and relevant measurements.

the process is considered anomalous. The feature of
the Mahalanobis distance is to consider not only the
mean distance, but also weights of each point using covariance. PAYL is, however, ineffective for encrypted
channels, because their distributions appear uniformly
distributed.

• Code Analysis. An agent in a detection system analyzes attempts to execute code in several ways. First,
before running code normally on a host, the agent can
execute the code in a virtual machine or a sandbox,
comparing its behavior with profiles or rules that specify good and bad behavior [55]. Bad behavior includes,
for instance, attempts to gain administrator-level privileges or overwrite a system executable. Second, an
agent can detect attempts to perform stack and heap
buffer overflows, looking for their typical characteristics such as certain sequences of instructions or ‘ret’
instructions in the code, e.g., shellcode [29, 37, 53].
The shellcode enters the system, exploiting the vulnerability of web browsers. Third, an agent can monitor
and process system calls to identify applications performing certain actions such as intercepting keystrokes.
Characteristics of such malware can be extracted from
system calls by applying advanced techniques to the
call sequences, e.g., enumerating sequences [26, 47], ngram vectors [15], data-mining techniques [28], Bayesian
classification [35], neural networks [34], finite-state automata [43], and hidden Markov models [54]. Last, the
agent may monitor each application and library (e.g.,
a dynamic link library (DLL)) that a process attempts
to load. This information is then compared against
lists of authorized and unauthorized applications and
libraries.

• Filesystem Monitoring. A filesystem can be monitored
by checking file integrity, file attributes, or file access
attempts. In checking for file integrity, the agent yields
message digests or cryptographic checksums for critical files, comparing them against reference values, and
verifying their differences [38]. Similarly, in checking for file attributes, the agent checks the attributes
of important files (e.g., ownership and permission for
change). Both file integrity and attribute checking
can only determine (in an after-the-fact manner) if a
change has taken place. In checking for file access attempts, an agent with a shim—a layer of code placed
in between existing layers of code—can monitor all attempts to access critical files and stop suspicious attempts by comparing policies with the characteristics
of the current attempt, such as which user/application
attempts to access what file with a particular type
of access (i.e., read, write, or execute). This can be
used for preventing the installation of malware, such
as rootkits, Trojans, and other types of malicious activity.
• Power Consumption Monitoring. An agent can monitor the power consumption resulting from applications
executing on the device. For accurate and detailed
measurements, a monitoring agent cooperates with a
profiling agent running on a separate device similar to
PowerScope [23]. These two agents in PowerScope are
connected by a digital multimeter. The monitoring
agent triggers the digital multimeter to take samples
and the sampled data are then passed to the profiling
agent. At the same time, the monitoring agent puts a
timestamp on the procedure call sequence. This way,
an energy profile which includes per-process and peruser-level signatures can be constructed. Similarly, energy usage of applications can be measured on a pocket
PC running a Java virtual machine [21].

• Statistical Monitoring. SmartSiren [13] is a virus detection and alert system for mobile handhelds, which
aims to detect worms exploiting SMS messaging and
Bluetooth communication. This detection system is
based on statistical monitoring for the detection of fast
spreading worms, and abnormality monitoring for the
detection of slower worms and Trojans. Using statistical monitoring, the average number of communications initiated every day and the average number of
handhelds exceeding the average are counted. When
daily measurements for each category exceed the average threshold, an alert is triggered. Using abnormality
monitoring, Trojans can be detected by keeping track
of the number of messages directed to a specific destination. SmartSiren is the first infrastructure-based
solution to securing mobile phones despite the limitations of post-infected detection.

7.

CONCLUSION

We end this paper by discussing the limitations encountered in pursuit of this work, along with concluding remarks.

7.1

• Payload Analysis. PAYL [52] is a payload-based IP
network intrusion detector in which a normal payload
is analyzed and then the occurrence of each character
found in the payload is counted to produce a byte frequency distribution. The average byte frequency, and
standard deviation of each byte’s frequency, form a
payload model. The payload model is made for the observed length of each IP port. Two neighboring models
converge or remain separate, comparing similarity of
the two using the Manhattan distance between average byte frequencies. After payload models are set,
the Mahalanobis distances [50] between data observed
from a process, and each model are calculated. If any
distance calculated is greater than a threshold, then

Limitations

Only a few worm samples are publicly available for research. Testing detection systems with real-world malware
is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of any detection
system, but due to the nature of in-the-wild malware activities, effective and comprehensive evaluation and testing
with real-world worm samples are difficult to do. For this
reason, most research relies on benign activity or worm modeling [8, 32, 33] to study the effectiveness of methods. Alternatively, a malware emulator that imitates real malware
behavior could be used and most importantly, the malware
emulator should be able to build diverse types of test suits so
that the malicious activity may accurately reflect the composition of recent threats against detection systems.
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Considering a handheld’s limited user interface and design
of the window managers, we assumed that one application
would run at a time. Even the most advanced SmartPhone
currently available in the market tends to provide window
managers that only support one application running at a
time. However, multiprocessing is expected to be employed
in future handhelds, and how to address this issue is part
of our future work. In particular, the fine-grained measurement of energy usage per process on the handheld is as important as the enhancement in the battery data acquisition
system that a battery chip offers.

7.2

[10]

[11]

[12]

Concluding Remarks

Mobile handhelds must be protected against malware, especially those with the goal of dramatically reducing their
battery lifetime. In this paper, we have presented a poweraware malware-detection framework, with the aim of furthering users’ mobility and the ubiquitous use of their mobile device. We began by characterizing power consumption patterns of events and designed two important system
components. We then performed a comprehensive analysis of the detection accuracy for pinpointing the identity of
events, as well as classifying them as malicious or normal.
We addressed two challenges: (1) extracting characteristics
of the power consumption history from noisy samples, and
using data compression to generate a compact power signature, resulting in a 95% storage savings, and (2) deriving
the efficacy of detecting energy-greedy anomalies as well as
unknown malware over our representative test set up to a
99% true-positive rate. In summary, our framework offers a
unique solution to the problem of securing battery-powered
mobile devices, and is further enhanced with the support of a
wireless server/PC-side providing a comprehensive analysis
of the data.
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